
ABSTRACT FIBER WALL HANGING  
 

 
 
Crochet hook size: N 
Embroidery Hoop, size 14 inch round. 
Stash yarn in colors: White, Emerald Green and Mint Green 
 
Using 2 strands of the white yarn, chain 56. SC1(single crochet) into the second stitch from the 
hook and into each stitch across. Chain one, turn. 
 
FIRST ROW: SC1 into each of the first 5 stitches. DC1(double crochet) into each of the next 5 
stitches. SC1 into each of the next 5 stitches, then DC1 into each of the next 5 stitches. Follow 
this pattern across, ending with SC1 into each of the last 5 stitches. Chain one, turn. 
NEXT ROW: Proceed with the  above pattern and when you reach the 3rd set of single crochet 
stitches, SC1 into each of the first 2 stitches, then DC5 into the next stitch, followed by SC1 into 
each of the next 2 stitches. FIRST BAUBLE MADE.  Continue with the pattern until you reach 
the second set of single crochet stitches. SC1 into each of the first 2 stitches, followed by DC5 
into the next stitch, then SC1 into each of the next 2 stitches. SECOND BAUBLE MADE. 



Proceed with your pattern to the end of this row, always ending with SC1 into each of the last 5 
stitches. Chain one, turn. 
NOTATION: you will randomly place baubles throughout the design. 
 
NEXT ROW: Again, follow the pattern until you reach the first bauble. ( when you are on the 
wrong side of your work, you will BPDC( back post double crochet) and when you are on the 
right side of your work, you will FPDC( front post double crochet) at EACH bauble. Continue to 
SC5 and DC5 as you proceed with the pattern. 
 
NEXT ROW: Continue with the pattern as described and when you reach a bauble, begin to 
FPDC1 but do not complete the stitch, then FPDC1 into the next double crochet stitch but do 
not complete it. Repeat with the remaining 3 double crochet stitches, then yarn over and pull 
through all loops on the hook. Yarn over and pull through 2 loops on the hook. THE BAUBLE 
WILL PUFF OUT. Follow the pattern across and repeat the process at the next bauble. 
NEXT ROW: SC1 into each of the first 5 stitches, then DC1  into each of the next 5 stitches. 
When you reach a bauble, again SC1 into each of the first 2 sts., skip the stitch right ABOVE the 
bauble then SC1 into the next 3 stitches. DC1 into each of the next 5 stitches. SC1 into each of 
the next 5 stitches. Follow pattern across, ending with SC1 into each of the last 5 stitches. 
Chain one, turn. 
 
NOTATION: Place the baubles randomly throughout the design. 
Continue with the pattern until it fits into the embroidery hoop as shown in the pictures. Fasten 
off.  



Place design into the hoop and tack ends down on the 





back side of the hoop. 
 
  
 


